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Plan of the talkPlan of the talk

Describe the Brane World scenarioDescribe the Brane World scenario

Write down equations describing Write down equations describing 
propagation of propagation of branebrane fields around a fields around a 
rotating black holerotating black hole

Solve the equations analytically, compute Solve the equations analytically, compute 
the absorption probability, which the absorption probability, which 
characterizes Hawking radiation emission characterizes Hawking radiation emission 
from the black holefrom the black hole

Do the same for a Do the same for a bulkbulk scalar fieldscalar field

ResultsResults--Conclusions   Conclusions   



The Brane world ScenarioThe Brane world Scenario

SM particles live on the braneSM particles live on the brane

Gravity Gravity -- scalar fields propagate on (4+n) scalar fields propagate on (4+n) 
dimensions (Bulk)dimensions (Bulk)

Extra dimensions: Extra dimensions: spacelikespacelike, compact, compact



Black holes can be produced in Black holes can be produced in 
ground based ground based colliderscolliders (even (even 
LHC) or cosmic ray interactionsLHC) or cosmic ray interactions

Can be detected through Can be detected through 

Hawking radiation on the BraneHawking radiation on the Brane

Which will give information Which will give information 

about the nature of about the nature of spacetimespacetime



If B.H. are created in the lab, they If B.H. are created in the lab, they 

will go through a number of phases :will go through a number of phases :

The The balding phasebalding phase : BH emits mainly gravitational : BH emits mainly gravitational 
radiation , loses all radiation , loses all ““hairhair”” from the original particles and all from the original particles and all 
asymmetries coming from the production processasymmetries coming from the production process

The The spinspin--down phasedown phase : : The BH loses energy and The BH loses energy and 
angular momentum through the emission  of Hawking angular momentum through the emission  of Hawking 
radiationradiation

The The Schwarzschild phaseSchwarzschild phase : A spherically symmetric BH : A spherically symmetric BH 
loses energy through loses energy through Hawking radiationHawking radiation

The The Planck phasePlanck phase : : The The BHBH’’ss mass approaches Mmass approaches M** , the , the 
characteristic scale of gravity. Quantum gravity needed to characteristic scale of gravity. Quantum gravity needed to 
study this phase.study this phase.



The Schwarzschild phaseSchwarzschild phase has been studied 

extensively in the past  both analytically and 

numerically

In these works we focused on 

the spin down phase



FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:FRAMEWORK:

The geometry of a higher dimensional The geometry of a higher dimensional unchargeduncharged, , rotatingrotating BH was BH was 

found by Myers and Perry:found by Myers and Perry:
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With With nn the number of extra dimensions.the number of extra dimensions.

event horizon event horizon rrHH found by found by ∆∆=0. =0. 

BHBH’’ss mass and angular momentum are given bymass and angular momentum are given by
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Hawking RadiationHawking Radiation
The number of particles emitted can be written The number of particles emitted can be written 
as:as:
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•• the the absorption probabilityabsorption probability

•• Is what differentiates Hawking radiation from perfect Is what differentiates Hawking radiation from perfect 
blackbody radiationblackbody radiation

•• Depends on nDepends on n, particle, particle’’s energy s energy ωω , and quantum , and quantum 
numbers numbers l,ml,m

•• Can be computed from the Can be computed from the equations of motionequations of motion for a for a 
given type of particle as the probability of it being given type of particle as the probability of it being 
absorbed by the black hole, when coming from infinityabsorbed by the black hole, when coming from infinity



So in order to study a BH, we should  So in order to study a BH, we should  

compute the absorption probabilitycompute the absorption probability

Write down the equations of motion for a type of Write down the equations of motion for a type of 
field in the gravitational background of a rotating field in the gravitational background of a rotating 
BHBH

Solve the equationsSolve the equations

Compute the probability of absorption from the Compute the probability of absorption from the 
BHBH

Use it to study Hawking radiation emissionUse it to study Hawking radiation emission

How to do that?



Unfortunately the equations of motion of SM fields 

around a rotating BH are quite complex to be 

solved exactly. For that reason we will follow an 

approximate method, consisting of:

� Solve the equations of motion near the BH’s

horizon ,  in the limit r � rH

� Solve the equations of motion far away from  the 

BH’s horizon ,  in the limit r >> rH

�Stretch and match the two solutions in the 

intermediate zone



The Equations of motion for The Equations of motion for 

BRANEBRANE fieldsfields

The radial part R of the The radial part R of the EqEq. of motion for a general s. of motion for a general s--spin spin 

field on the brane can be written in terms of partial waves field on the brane can be written in terms of partial waves 

expansionexpansion
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The Matching TechniqueThe Matching Technique

Take the Take the r � rH limit on e.o.m. (near horizon 
limit). The solution near the horizon can be 
expressed in terms of Hypergeometric Functions

Take the r>>rH limit on e.o.m. (far field limit). 
Solution in terms of Bessel (s=0) or Kummer
(s≠0)

Stretch NH solution for large r , FF solution for 
small r, and find out that we can make the 
streched solutions match in the low energy-
rotation regime

That way we have constructed a smooth solution 
valid for all r



Boundary conditionBoundary condition

We must also take into account the We must also take into account the BHBH’’ss

most famous property! Once a particle most famous property! Once a particle 

passes the horizon it can never escape!passes the horizon it can never escape!

In the near horizon solution we impose the 

boundary condition that for r� rH the 

solution is purely ingoing .



Computing the absorption Computing the absorption 

ProbabilityProbability
We want to compute the probability a particle We want to compute the probability a particle 

of given energy to be absorbed by the black of given energy to be absorbed by the black 

holehole

Expand the solution we have constructed,  Expand the solution we have constructed,  

for rfor r→→∞∞ in terms of ingoing and outgoing in terms of ingoing and outgoing 

spherical wavesspherical waves

Compute the ratio of their amplitudesCompute the ratio of their amplitudes

Use the ratio to compute the abs. probabilityUse the ratio to compute the abs. probability



The method is approximate, valid for low The method is approximate, valid for low 

particle energy, low rotation of the black particle energy, low rotation of the black 

holehole

HoweverHowever it gives very good results even in it gives very good results even in 

the intermediate energy and rotation the intermediate energy and rotation 

regimeregime



Comparison with the exact numerical Comparison with the exact numerical 

resultresult , , n=2, an=2, a**==a/a/rrHH==0.40.4 forfor brane scalarbrane scalar



Fermion-Boson energy emission a*=0.5

Fermion-Boson energy emission n=6



BraneBrane/Bulk Scalar/Bulk Scalar energy energy 

emission for various n, aemission for various n, a**



ResultsResults
First partial waveFirst partial wave : the dominant one in all cases by : the dominant one in all cases by 
several orders of magnitudeseveral orders of magnitude

The derived analytic expression for the absorption The derived analytic expression for the absorption 
probability, valid for low energy and low rotation, proved probability, valid for low energy and low rotation, proved 
accurate even in the accurate even in the intermediate regimeintermediate regime. . 

Increase of  Increase of  n , an , a** results in an enhancement on the emitted results in an enhancement on the emitted 
energy on the brane, but in an decrease of emission on the energy on the brane, but in an decrease of emission on the 
bulk. However in higher energy regime the latter is expected bulk. However in higher energy regime the latter is expected 
to change.to change.

Gauge bosonGauge boson emission is found to be  dominant over emission is found to be  dominant over 
fermionfermion and scalar emission  on the and scalar emission  on the branebrane..

BraneBrane scalarscalar emission is dominant over the emission is dominant over the bulk scalarbulk scalar
emission in the low energy regime, however further emission in the low energy regime, however further 
numerical studies on the bulk emission case are needed in numerical studies on the bulk emission case are needed in 
order to make a final conclusion over the whole energy order to make a final conclusion over the whole energy 
regime regime 



ConclusionsConclusions
We analytically studied Hawking radiation both on We analytically studied Hawking radiation both on 

the the branebrane and in theand in the bulkbulk from a (4+n) from a (4+n) 

dimensional rotating black hole, in the low energy dimensional rotating black hole, in the low energy 

and low rotation regime.and low rotation regime.

The equations of motion were analytically solved The equations of motion were analytically solved 

using using a matching techniquea matching technique

The equation solutions were found in the The equation solutions were found in the ““near near 

horizonhorizon”” and and ““far fieldfar field”” regime and were stretched regime and were stretched 

and matched in the intermediate zone, allowing and matched in the intermediate zone, allowing 

us to compute the us to compute the absorption coefficientabsorption coefficient, a , a 

quantity which determines the Hawking radiation quantity which determines the Hawking radiation 

emission.emission.



We were then able to examine We were then able to examine BHBH’’ss

Hawking radiation in terms of particleHawking radiation in terms of particle’’s s 

quantum numbers and spacequantum numbers and space--time time 

properties, properties, namely a, the rotation namely a, the rotation 

parameter of the black hole, and nparameter of the black hole, and n, , the the 

number of extra dimensionsnumber of extra dimensions that might that might 

exist in nature.exist in nature.


